Qplum LLC
Empowering individual investors offering financial assistance, wealth
advisory services and trading strategies with multiple web and
desktop applications

#ProductEngineering

#Node.js

Summary
Developed a lucid, visually appealing application that assists thousand of users to fearlessly invest and achieve their
financial goals

The Client
Qplum LLC is a US based wealth advisory services company that helps

Highlights

individual investors to make smart financial decisions. The company
works on various algorithmic models and develops trading strategies
using data management tools. Through its application the company

Interactive UI/UX designs
delivered

focusses on providing risk management and develops portfolio
strategies to address specific investment needs of individual investors.

The Goal
The client wanted to develop two interactive applications - Qplum and

Recognised as registered
investment advisor with SEC
(Securities and Exchange
Commission)

Qleap with intuitive front-end design that encourages users to interact
with the applications easily and accomplish tasks seamlessly. The
objective of Qplum was to provide trading strategies, insights on the
past trading trends, financial data and relevant information to the user;
Qleap was designed to provide effective predictions for better execution
prices in forms of charts. The applications were needed to empower
user with accurate trading “knowledge” drive user engagements and
build a positive user experience. The client also wanted to build a
desktop application to place orders instantly while trading and get
real-time information from the day-to-day trading sessions.
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Engineering-based approach
for investments

Key Features
Enables users to invest in an institutional style quantitative trends
Provides risk management, wealth advisory services and portfolio management services
Allows user to make fearless investment decisions based on quantitative methods and algorithmic execution
Provides fast and easy integration through APIs
Enable user to place orders and get the best execution strategy through advanced machine learning techniques
Provides future trading trends and predictions based on past trading trends and logic

Technical Excellence
Developed the functional frontend using AngularJS for Qplum and ReactJS for Qleap application for faster
rendering.
Developed a desktop application using Electron.io and integrated views on AngularJS to provide real-time values
and charts on the trading sessions.
Implemented HighCharts and D3.js, an interactive charting libraries to create and present financial data and
information in forms of intuitive charts that are easy to comprehend.
Integrated multiple social networking sites with the application to easily connect and share information on the
social platforms.
Implemented interactive designs that are easy to follow to help users understand complex financial scenarios in
a simplified manner.
The user has access to articles related to market trends and forecasts and can easily calculate wealth plans via
graphical representation.
The application recommends portfolio and strategies tailored to individual’s specific investing needs.
The application uses quantitative methods and algorithmic execution that makes an investor fearless by
investing in financial strategies rather than products alone.
Implemented dynamic elements for enriched user experience on application forms.
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